Review: further definition of its scope and development of its modalities (Agenda item 4)

Informal note

In progressing their work, Parties may wish to further elaborate the elements and options contained in the bullet points below, add to them, or remove from them, as appropriate; Parties may also wish to consider the questions below;

Framing elements

- Reference to relevant decisions
- Other references as needed

Further definition of the scope of the review

- Option 1: Maintain the scope of the review to what was contained in paragraph 138 of decision 1/CP.16;
- Option 2: Extend the scope of the review to include an assessment of the implementation of the Convention;
- Option 3: Maintain the scope of the review to what was contained in paragraph 138 of decision 1/CP.16, and agree that, to assess the overall progress towards the 2/1.5°C goal, there needs to be an assessment of the provision of the means of implementation (finance, technology and capacity-building) to developing country Parties;
- Option 4: Carry out the first review with a narrow scope and then consider a wider scope for the second review;
- Option 5: Start the review with the scope as defined in option 1 above and to take up other aspects, if this proves necessary in the course of the review, based on the information contained in the agreed inputs for the review;

Further definition of the expert consideration of inputs

- Expert consideration of inputs by:
  - Option 1: A new body
  - Option 2: A joint contact group of the subsidiary bodies
  - Option 3: Workshops or expert meetings
- Information Gathering Phase
  - Length? Modality? Sources of information?
- Timing of expert consideration of inputs:
- During sessions? Back to back with sessions? Between sessions? Combinations?
- Cost? Participation?

- Other Guidance to the expert consideration of inputs?

**Other elements**

- Consider other elements or suggestions under review.